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Abstract 
For industries working in artie and sub artie waters ice load is a major concern. Ice has an 
inherently varying mechanical nature related to material randomness caused by such 
things as internal flaws, grain size variation, varying growth history, varying temperature, 
among others. Due to theses uncertainties, accurate estimation of ice load is difficult. The 
objective of this report is to present the results of a laboratory test program designed to 
increase the knowledge of the material behaviour of ice. Work such as this will 
eventually allow the high degree of conservatism in ice load estimates to be reduced, 
leading to more economical design. 
The report provides a relevant review of ice mechanics and ice load design. For design, 
two pressure area relationships are shown, one for local area and one for the global area. 
These are probabilistic tools, based on full scale data; this is currently necessary due to an 
incomplete understanding of the mechanisms occurring during an ice-structure 
interaction process. Presently there exists an inability to effectively predict the behaviour 
of ice using physics based numerical models. 
The main objective of the report is to describe and present the results from an indentation 
test series completed as a joint collaboration between Memorial University and The 
Institute for Ocean Technology. The series consisted of small scale indentation tests (see 
test matrix below) designed to provide insight into the changing behaviour of ice under 
varying loading conditions. It is believed that an indention test can be used as a model of 
a spatially stationary, single, high pressure zone. It is proposed that a strong 
understanding of the mechanics occurring during an indention test can be used to further 
understand full scale interactions of ice with structures, which consist of many high 
pressure zones randomly distributed across the area of interaction. 
Number of Tests 
Indenter Indenter Speed Indenter distance to the edge 
Diameter (mm/sec) Center Intermediate Edge 
(10 em from edge) (5em from edge) (2 em from edge) 
lOmm 5.0 Fast 1 1 1 
lOmm 1.0 Medium 1 1 1 
lOmm 0.1 Slow 1 1 1 
20mm 10.0 Fast 1 1 1 
20mm 2.0 Medium 1 1 1 
20mm 0.2 Slow 1 1 1 
1 
A high speed video camera was used in the analysis of the tests; this is a recent 
development in the study of ice mechanics in the laboratory arising from past 
observations during load tests in which qualitatively suggested that ejected ice appeared 
to be linked to load trace spike/drop sequences. The high speed imagery was used to 
correlate load trace events (i.e. load spikes/drop sequences, etc) with visual events. It 
was shown that large fractures or spalls are correlated with load drop spikes. It has also 
been demonstrated that "spiky" load graphs are related to repetitious spalling throughout 
the test (effective clearing of material from under the indenter) while smoother load 
graphs are related to continuous but small extrusion (ineffective clearing of material form 
the indenter). 
Post test analysis of the tested samples (thin sectioning) provided evidence of damage 
mechanisms during testing. Evidence for micro-cracking, inter-grain boundary cracking, 
crushing, and recrystallization were all present in zone beneath the indenter. This is 
consistent with the current mechanics description of a high pressure zone, providing 
confidence in the current ice structure interaction models. 
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Chapter 1 Background 
1.1 Introduction 
Offshore activity related to the oil and gas industry in the East Coast of Canada is 
currently thriving. The Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board 
(CNLOPB) estimates (May 19, 2004) the total amount of potential recoverable oil is 
2055.6 million bbls; the total amount of potential recoverable gas is 9646 billion cu.ft.; 
and the total amount of potential recoverable natural gas liquids is 436 million bbls (see 
Table 1-1 and Figure 1-1). 
Table 1-1: Reduced version of"Petroleum Reserves and Resources- Newfoundland 
Offshore Area" showing potential resources for areas of high interest. 
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Figure 1-1: Sipifieont Db<o• tries of tbe J .. oae d' Are B .. In ood Ridge Complex 
(from htto:/I,.,."·••Jooh.nl.u!) 
Th< offshore industry is anticipated to continue expanding over the next few decades 
with explorotion proceeding rapidly into new frontiers including deeptr waters offshore 
Newfoundland ond Labrador and the Arctic. Ice is 8 signilicant environmental factor in 
these regions. Moreover, there are also a gro"'ing number of offshore oil and gas regioos 
in the "orld "bere ice is 8 significant, often dominant, design condition. Tbc:s< include 
many areas in l'orway. Russia. China. and Alaslca. While ice is an imponant design 
critttion for ships and offshore sttuctures. there are many teebnical challenges to 
oven:ome. The most significant cballenge fa<:ing 8 desianer is the selection of the level of 
structural strengthening, which is itself deptndent on knowledge of the local loads. One 
2 
must recognize that to fully understand the role of ice in the generation of local loading, it 
is equally important to understand the contribution of ice to global loading. 
At a recent PERD (Program of Energy Research and Development) workshop held in St. 
John's (Oct. 1-2 2002) involving a number of major players in the oil and gas industry 
(Petro-Canada, Chevron Texaco, Terra Nova, Exxon Mobil, Canship Ugland, Norsk 
Hydro), serious concerns were raised about the presence of icebergs 6-8 months every 
year in those areas. Among the various challenges facing offshore activities, iceberg 
issues, such as detection, forecasting, management and ice-structure interaction, were 
deemed to be the most critical. Ice considerations dominate the design of offshore 
production systems and are of great importance in the design of sub-sea installations. In 
March 2004 during a steering committee meeting for "Ice Data Analysis and Mechanics 
for Design Load Estimation (IDA)" - a project currently being completed at Memorial 
University ofNewfoundland- in which representatives from all industry partners were in 
attendance, ice failure processes and ice mechanics was discussed at length. Industry 
partners showed particular interest in this area, and noted that more experimental work 
was needed to fully address these issues. 
These series of discussions identified a need for greater experimental ice research and led 
to a proposal being submitted to Petroleum Research Atlantic Canada (PRAC) and 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). The proposal 
entitled "Experimental Study oflce Failure Processes for Design Load Estimation" was 
approved and is collaboration between ice researchers at Memorial University of 
3 
Newfoundland and The National Research Council of Canada-Institute for Ocean 
Technology (lOT). The research presented in this thesis was completed as a portion of 
this large project. 
For the readers benefit, a brief explanation ofiDA is provided. In this project, 
researchers at Memorial University are analyzing a complete set of available data bases 
to estimate ice forces and pressures on offshore structures, giving a solid foundation for 
the development of constitutive and numerical models. The project involves the 
determination of ice pressures on engineered structures, using probabilistic analysis and 
incorporating the most recent data on ice loads and stresses. IDA is being conducted by 
MUN, NRC Institute for Ocean Technology (St. Johns), the Canadian Hydraulics Center 
(Ottawa), and C-CORE with industry partners; Chevron Canada Resources, Husky 
Energy and Petro-Canada. 
1.2 Scope 
This research has been divided into the following tasks: 
I. A brief review of ice design load estimation 
II. A literature review of relevant ice structure and mechanics 
III. A detailed discussion of the laboratory scale indenter tests completed for this 
project, which is the pilot test portion (i.e. phase 1) of the large project 
"Experimental Study oflce Failure Processes for Design Load Estimation". 
4 
Chapter 2 Structure and Mechanical Behaviour of Ice 
2.1 Introduction 
The primary goal of ice research is to produce a model capable of accurately estimating 
the behaviour of ice during ice-structure interactions. This goal is achievable only 
through a strong understanding of the material being studied and the mechanics involved. 
It will also require a model that takes into account all aspects of deformation in the ice 
occurring as a result of the interaction. This section aims to provide a review of some of 
the aspects of this broad subject. The reader is referred to Sanderson (1988) and Michel 
(1978) for a more comprehensive historical discussion of ice mechanics. 
2.2 Ice Crystal Structure 
Ice possesses 12 different crystal structures, plus two amorphous states. At common 
pressures the stable phase is termed ice I. There are two closely related variants: 
hexagonal ice Ih, whose crystal symmetry is reflected in the shape of snowflakes, and 
cubic ice Ic. Ice Ih is obtained by freezing water and is the form considered in ice 
engineering; ice Ic is formed by depositing vapour at low temperatures(~ -130°C). 
5 
Figure 2-1: Crystal structure of Ice (Schulson, 1999) 
Figure 2-1 shows the crystal structure of regular ice. Each water (H20) molecule has four 
nearest neighbours arranged near the vertices of a regular tetrahedron centered about the 
molecule of interest. The oxygen atom of each molecule is strongly bonded to two 
hydrogen atoms (by covalent bonds), while the molecules are weakly bonded to each 
other (by hydrogen bonds). The oxygen atoms are well bonded in layered hexagonal 
symmetry, but less well attached from layer to layer (having 3 bonds within a layer, but 
only 1 across to the next layer). This defines a weaker "basal plane" parallel to the crystal 
structure along which deformation can take place. The direction perpendicular to the 
basal plane is referred to as the c-axis. 
The lattice parameters near the melting point are a= 0.4523 nm and c = 0.7367 nm. The 
cia ratio (1.628) is very close to the ideal ratio (1.633) and is independent of temperature. 
6 
The ice Ih unit cell is relatively open (packing factor less than 0.34), this accounts for 
ordinary ice being less dense than water (Pounder, 1965). 
2.3 Mechanics 
This section will provide a brief review of classical constitutive theories of material 
behaviour followed by a discussion of how these theories might be applied to ice. 
Elastic solids 
In purely elastic materials stress and strain are directly related. Elastic deformation is 
reversible and can be modeled effectively using Hooke's law (Timoshenko and Goodier, 
1951) using the following for extension and shear respectively. 
a=EE Equation 2-1 
r=Gy Equation 2-2 
where E, the elastic modulus (also known as Young's modulus), and G, the shear 
modulus, are material constants characterizing the stiffness of the material. 
Poisson's ratio ( v) is a material parameter that characterizes the contraction in the lateral 
directions when a material is extended. It is the negative of the ratio of lateral strain to 
axial strain. For an isotropic elastic material (i.e., an elastic material for which the 
properties are the same along all directions) there are only two independent material 
constants. The relation between these three moduli is given by, 
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G= E 
2(1 + v) 
Viscoelasticity 
Equation 2-3 
Viscoelasticity is the term used to describe a material that displays a time-dependent 
material response, where the stress response of that material depends on both the strain 
applied and the strain rate at which it was applied (i.e. stress is a function of strain rate). 
Unlike elastic solids, which have a unique response, a viscoelastic material has an infinite 
number of possible responses that are directly depended on the strain-rate. 
Interesting points about viscoelasticity are as follows (Lockett, 1972): 
• lfthe stress is held constant, the strain increases with time (creep). 
• If the strain is held constant, the stress decreases with time (relaxation). 
• The effective stiffness depends on the rate of application of the load. 
• If cyclic loading is applied, hysteresis occurs. (Physically, a hysteresis is any 
cause-and effect phenomenon where the effect depends, in one way or another, on 
the history of the cause). The area in the hysteresis loop is a function of loading 
rate. Under repetitive loading, a viscoelastic material will heat up. 
• Rebound of an object following an impact is less than 100%. 
Viscoelastic behaviour is commonly modeled by combinations of springs and dashpots. 
A spring is used to represent elastic deformation, and similarly a dashpot to represent 
viscous flow. The simplest manner in which to construct a viscoelastic model is to 
combine one of each component either in series or in parallel. The most common models 
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used to represent this are the Maxwell and the Kelvin-Voigt Spring-dashpot (Figure 3-2); 
both models show that stress is a function of strain and strain-rate represented by, 
Equation 2-4 
Dash pot 
Dash pot 
--c~ 
Spring Spring 
t1 t2 Time t1 t2 Time 
Figure 2-2: A schematic representation the Maxwell (left) and the Kelvin-Voigt 
(right) spring dashpot models and graphs showing qualitative, 
viscoelastic behaviour graphs for each. 
2.4 Discussion of General Ice Mechanics 
The deformational behaviour, failure mechanism, and strength of ice are highly 
influenced by the strain rate - where the ranges of strain may be classified as ductile, 
transitional and brittle. At very high rates of loading, stresses are influenced by strain-
rate effects, impact velocity and the ability to effectively clear material. 
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Granular ice has typically been treated as an isotropic material in engineering problems. 
The elastic modulus is determined from reading the initial tangent value from a stress 
strain curve obtained from a very rapid test. Since it is accepted that ice deformation 
contains a creep component, this will lead to inaccuracies that can be minimized by 
taking high frequency measurements during testing. 
Material constants are known to vary with temperature, and Glen (1975) provided a 
temperature-dependant equation for ice. This variation is often assumed to be negligible 
(Sinha, 1979). 
As mentioned above, ice will creep when subjected to low rates of loading or to sustained 
loads. When these strains are slowly increased, a ductile failure is reached where the 
maximum stress obtained is referred to as the yield strength. Figure 2-3 below (scanned 
from Michel 1978) illustrates the effect of different strain rates on the strength of ice. 
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Figure 2-3: Effect of different strain rates on the yield strength of ice (from Michel 
1978) 
By examining the typical creep curves for ice under a constant load (Figure 2-4) and a 
constant deformation rate (Figure 2-5) in tension and compression, we can see that ice 
exhibits the classical primary, secondary and tertiary creep at low stress or low strain rate. 
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Figure 2-4: Typical creep curves for ice under a constant load in tension and in 
compression (from Michel1978). 
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Figure 2-5: Typical creep curves for ice under a constant deformation rate in 
tension and in compression (Michel1978). 
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Figure 2-6 is an example of a graph showing ice behaviour at a high strain rate. It 
illustrates that tests at higher stress levels or higher strain rates do not exhibit all stages of 
classical creep due to sudden brittle failure (Michel, 1978). At high strain rates, 
dislocation velocities are too slow to allow ductile behaviour so that the mechanisms of 
fracture initiation and propagation control the strength in this range of strain rates. In the 
brittle domain, behaviour before fracture is essentially elastic, and strength is determined 
by grain size and temperature, not by strain rate. A compressive discussion regarding the 
effect of hydrostatic and triaxial stress states on the mechanical behaviour of ice is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be found in of the Michel (1978). 
8 ~·· 
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Figure 2-6: Graph from Schulson (1999) illustrating a transition in the material 
behaviour of ice under compression from elastic to brittle. 
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Fracture mechanics and spalling 
It is well documented that at the speeds associated with ice structure interactions, the 
loading can become dynamic and cyclic. This was particularly well illustrated during the 
deployment of the Molikpaq in the Canadian Beauforte Sea (Jefferies and Wright 1988), 
when dynamic loading caused by interaction with a large ice floe produced a significant 
structural reaction. The phenomenon of dynamic ice loading has traditionally been 
explained by the majority of the ice engineering community as a result of fracture 
processes closely related to the presence of high pressure zones. Peyton (1966) and 
Blenkarn (1970) were among the first to study this process. It is acknowledged that 
dynamic loading will also have a dependency on the type of structure involved with the 
contribution made by the structure dictated by its level of compliance. 
Damage mechanics and layer formation 
Jordaan (2001) has developed a model that utilizes damage mechanics to explain the 
cyclic loading associated with ice interaction events. This model uses the presence of a 
"damage layer" occurring at the site of contact. The mechanical process taking place in 
the layer is directly related to the loading condition, and the spatial and temporal location 
of the high pressure zone (Figure 2-7). At the edges of a high pressure zone, where 
confinement pressures are lowest, micro-fracturing will occur. Within the high pressure 
zone, where confinement pressures are highest, the energy associated with the interaction 
will be manifested into crystal defects, pressure melting and recrystallization processes. 
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Ice Movement 
•Fracture/Spalling 
•Microcracking 
•Pressure melting 
•Recrystallization 
•Microcracking 
•Fracture/Spalling 
Figure 2-7: Zones of damage associated with high pressure zones (HPZ's). 
Although the model described by Jordaan (2001) contains more complexity than that 
normally considered within the ice engineering community, it is built upon some rather 
early work. Barnes and Tabor (1966) were among the first to recognize recrystallized 
texture and pressure melting at the ice-indenter interface, and that these processes were 
somewhat dependent on temperature. During a later test series, Barnes et al. (1971) 
provided convincing thin sections (Figure 2-8) showing a recrystallized texture that 
manifested at the surface of a single crystal during sliding experiments. During this same 
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time period OfTenbacher et at. (1972) also provided evi<knce of recrystallization during 
cone pcnelnltion tests (Figure 2-9). 
This theory has also been supponed from evidence collected durin& olher indentation 
projects as will be discussed in funher detail later. 
Figure 2-8: A thin section oftbe contact zone examined through cross polaroids. 
Tbt iet ,.u originally a single etystal ,.;tho bosol plont normal to tbt 
dlrecdoa ofsUding. Tbt broken lint outlines the orto of 
rtti')Siollizarion (from Bornts etol, 1971). 
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Figurol-9: Polaroid photo of <om pressed eone test showing recrystollization (from 
Offenbach et al., 1972). 
2.5 Dbc:uuloo ofRtltnnt past lndtntotion Testing Projects 
Indentation tests have been conducted by many researcher.; to investiaate the material 
properties and mechanics involved in ice structure interactions (Michel nnd Toussaint, 
1977; Jordaan et al. 1988; Froderkln&. 2004; Sodhi, 2001). Some of the fint indentation 
experiments were preformed by simply dropping a cast steel ball, weiaJ:Una 300 kg. on 
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natural lake ice (Kheisin and Cberepanov, 1970). These tesu were extraordinary in the 
dmiled diJCUS>IOns of the fine-grained nanue of the dama&ed ice aeoeratcd during the 
test, and in deJC:ribing how this fine grain material ectS IS a lubricant for the ice malrix 
(Figure 2-10). Khei•in and Cberepanov (1970) also pointed 10 press~ melting and 
secondary crystal arowth IS mechanisms involved in the crushing process. 
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Figure 2- 10: Sketch from Kbelsin aod Cberepaoov (1970), showing tbe ice structure 
at the impact zone: l-Ice with small inclus ions: 2-Shape and main 
diJtributioo features or air iDdu.sionJ ia ite: 3-aumber or inclusions in 
Ice estimated oa a three-poiDt scale: <!-boundaries or Cf)stals: 5-
direction of tbe priodplll trystallographit uis: 6-zone or total 
crumpling of ice: 7-crada; 8-direction or cracks in the basal plane: 9· 
formation of second If)' crystals. 
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The medown scale indeoiJition 1eSlS performed by lhe llibemia joint 'eoture at Pond Inlet 
(in runnels bored into a grounded iceberg 1984 (Mast<TSOn et al. 1992)). and lhe two test 
series at llobson's Choice Ice island (Frederting et al.. 19908 and 1990b) ""'considered 
imponnnt steps in lhe progression of the ice sr.rucrure intCTIC!ion mod<l. Tloese tests used 
indenters with contact areas ranging in size from 0.02 m2 to 3.0 m2, with initial indenter 
velocities of 100 mrnls (Kennedy, 1990). The tests demonstrated a dynamic loading 
sequence and n layer formation (Figun: 2·1 I and Figure 2-12) during indentation. 'They 
also showed that the level to which each of these phenomena that occurred had a 
relationship to the velocity oflhe lest and the size oflhe indenter. 
Figure 2- 11: Spalled areu and enubed ice obscn ·ed durill& ntld t ests at Hobson's 
choice (from Jordaao, 2001). Tbe bluei« ls thought to rtpreseot artu 
tbat underwent recrystallization during testing. 
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llorftoa111 chitk sttd011 taktn from lht rtnfr~l 
rtglo• of tile ke--lndtntor lllltrlace 
Ce•lral rqicMI of iodtotor 
r.,. (bl~< ,_-•-l 
Rllht oklt of lod<oiOt 
fKt (tro. •"'e) 
Fiaure 2-12: SectiOOJ sbowlllg clear t>1deo<e or layer mechanisms during 
Indentation during Oeld tests at Hobson's ehol<c (from .Jordaan, 2001). 
The tesl series compleled for lhis lhesis is similar 10 an earlier project by Barrette et al. 
(2003) al Memorial University, aod draws heavily on experience pined. The aim was to 
in'estiplelhe formation oftbe la)'er aod bow changes in role and lemperature might 
affect iL The obsen1llions flom lhis teSS program are quite convincing with Figure 2-13 
sbo"ing ~ble similarity between indention t<Sts of different scales. 
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Figure 2·ll: Comparboo or. mtdium scale indtntalioD rest from Hobson's Choi« 
and 1 laboratory scale indentation t .. t from BorTtHt tt al. (2003). The 
two show remarkable similarity, strongly suggtStlng tbat tbt samt 
meebanltal phenomenons are at work within the damage zone at both 
scales. 
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Chapter 3 Design Load Methodology 
Researchers at Memorial Universities Engineering and Applied Science faculty have 
been heavily involved in providing ice design load estimates for many of the offshore 
structures currently working within the Newfoundland and Labrador offshore industry. 
This section will provide a brief description of the design load estimation methodology 
that was developed and is currently being applied by Jordaan (2001 and 1993). 
3.1 Background 
Probabilistic methods provide a means to assess or evaluate distribution of local and 
global ice loads on offshore structures, and two corresponding pressure-area 
relationships: 
I. Global loads: the maximum total force applied to the structure. 
II. Local loads: the force (or pressure) on a particular area of interest. This is often 
illustrated using the example of a ships frame spacing. 
Probabilistic methods are used in ice mechanics and ice load design to account for the 
wide range of possible values for any given loading situation. That is, to enable the 
random nature of ice loading events to be adequately addressed. 
For design purposes, an extreme value of a load is chosen. The Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA) has instituted target safety levels, such that the main target (Safety 
Class 1) corresponds to an annual probability of failure of 1 o-5• The CSA standard divides 
environmental loads into rare and frequent, with a different strategy for determining the 
design load. Frequent environmental processes are typified by wind and wave loads, in 
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which cases several extreme storms may occur each year. Rare environmental events are 
typified by earthquakes and iceberg loads, with a return period oftens of years or longer. 
Iceberg loads are considered rare, with annual probabilities of occurrence less than one. 
Design loads are determined at the 104 annual exceedance probability and are affected 
by the following factors: 
I. Arrival rate 
II. Probability distributions of mass 
Ill. Probability distributions of velocity 
IV. Possible eccentricity of impact 
V. Shape of iceberg 
VI. Ice strength. 
VII. Structure Compliance/Geometry 
3.2 Design area definitions 
In order to estimate accurately both global and local design loads, it becomes necessary 
to define areas associated with both: 
The global interaction area: 
Sometimes referred to as the nominal interaction area, it is the area determined by the 
projection of the structure onto the original shape of the ice feature, without any 
reduction of the area for spalls and fractures that take place during the interaction. The 
global interaction area can be determined from the shape of the iceberg and the shape of 
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the structure. Within this area, there will be areas that carry little or no pressure, as well 
as the high-pressure zones (Figure 3-1 ). Design issues related to Global interaction areas 
are base stability (in shear) and overturning moments. 
Nominal 
Interaction 
Area 
Spall 
(Pressure 
Reduces 
to Zero) 
LowP:ressme 
Area 
'---IBgh Pressure 
Zones 
Figure 3-1: Illustration of global interaction area 
The local design Area: 
Local design area refers to the area of a plate between frames or a panel or substructure 
that is considered in design. Figure 3-2 illustrates this concept. -Design issues related to 
local design areas are plate/shell punching and shearing. 
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of local design area 
3.3 High Pressure Zones 
The concept of pressure variation across the compressive interface in ice-structure 
interactions was first recognized by Kry (1978). This phenomenon is well illustrated in 
experiments by Ashby et al. (1986) where a sheet of brittle wax was driven against a 
cylindrical indenter. As illustrated in Figure 3-3 (taken from Ashby et al. 1986), the load 
at various points in time is transmitted through several distinct points of high pressure. 
Essentially, the interaction process is defmed by a series of randomly distributed and 
dynamically changing zones of high (or intense) pressure within a larger (background) 
matrix of lower pressure. Fracturing and spalling of the wax results in the contact point 
continually changing throughout the interaction. 
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+ + 
+ + 
Figure 3-3: Illustration of non-simultaneous failure in brittle wax as observed by 
Ashby et al. (1986) 
A detailed description of non-simultaneous failure relating to ice-structure interactions 
can be found in Jordaan (2001) among others. This process produces a damage layer 
within the high pressure zone. The layer consists of areas of recrystallization, micro 
cracking, crystal defects and pressure melting (discussed in more detail later). Internal 
flaws, random grain orientation, contact width, ice feature geometry and other random 
quantities are considered when examining high pressure zone mechanics. Conceptually, 
high pressure zones formed during ice-structure interactions, illustrated in Figure 3-4, are 
similar to the high pressure zones formed during the indentation of wax (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-4: Conceptual sketch of how loading is disturbed to a structure through 
high pressure zones. 
3.4 Global Pressure Methodology 
Global pressure is modeled using the expression, 
P= CaD. Equation 3-1 
The area, a, is treated as being normalized (i.e. divided by a reference area of, say 1 m2). 
Thus, the contact area, a, is dimensionless, and C has the units of pressure (MPa). The 
parameters C and D are currently modeled using lognormal and normal distributions 
(relationship using other distributions are undergoing current research by Li and Jordaan 
as part of a PhD thesis (incomplete at time of writing)), respectively. P currently follows 
a lognormal distribution as well. 
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Ship ram data is used to calibrate the design equations. The governing equations of ship 
motions (Fuglem et al. 1988) during the rams are expressed by. 
Equation 3-2 
(-k y-c y·)-F J = _ __;_Y __ ..:....Y ___ v 
mY Equation 3-3 
where, 
F, and Fv are the horizontal and vertical components of force due to ice crushing and 
friction; 
kx and kY are the horizontal and vertical spring constants; 
ex and cy are the horizontal and vertical damping coefficients; 
M x and MY are the generalized mass at the bow horizontally and vertically. 
The force components in Equations 2-2 and 2-3 can be determined using Equation 3-1 
and the shape of the bow. The area in Equation 2-1 is a function of penetration 
coordination (x, y). Therefore, in each of Equations 2-2 and 2-3, there is only one 
unknown term, namely x andy, respectively. The equations are solved numerically using 
the Runge-Kutta procedure in time domain. Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate 
the number of events of interest. In each event, the parameters C and D in Equation 3-1 
are randomly selected following the chosen distributions with a given mean and standard 
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deviation. The maximum load determined for each event is compared with the field test 
data. By varying the mean and deviation of C and D, the best fit to field test data can be 
calibrated. Experience has shown that with many repetitions, this approach becomes 
conservative. 
Figure 2-5 shows a typical data set for measurements in the 1991 Oden trials. Based on 
an extremal analysis methodology, the data are sorted and ranked as shown in the right 
side of the Figure. Vertical bow forces are then simulated using various distributions 
with different means and standard deviations for C and D. The combination of the mean 
and standard deviation of C and D resulting in the closest match between the recorded 
and simulated vertical bow forces is chosen. Figure 3-6 shows one result of simulation 
using the empirical relationship given by Equation 3-1, as compared to the measured 
data. 
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Figure 3-5: Left, scatter plot; right, observed data from the icebreaker Oden (1991) 
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Figure 3-6: Comparison between observed and simulated peak forces for ice 
interaction events with the icebreaker Oden (1991). 
3.5 Local Pressure Methodology 
The local ice pressure methodology originated in the concept of extreme value analysis as 
proposed by Jordaan et al. (1993). The key point was the observation that the ranked data 
for a specific area (ice pressure on a defined subpanel) was of exponential form in the tail 
of the distribution. For a series of ship ram events, the ranked pressures on a specific 
area can be represented using, 
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Equation 3-4 
where, x is the local ice pressure and xo and a are constants for a given area. Assuming 
that the impact events follow a Poisson arrival process, the extremal form of the 
distribution takes the form of, 
F2 (z)= exp[- p(l-Fx(z))], Equation 3-5 
where, {X, x} denotes the maximum pressure from a single ram event, {Z, z} represents 
the maximum value of {X, x} with p hits. The parameter p defines the exposure of the 
panels to hits. Combining the two equations results in, 
Equation 3-6 
where, 
x1 = a In p = a(ln v + In r) Equation 3-7 
and vis the number of ship rams and r is the proportion of hits on the panel. 
The parameter a represents the decrease of pressure with area. From previous analysis 
(Jordaan et al., 1993), it was determined that xo was approximately zero and that, 
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a= 1.25a..,' Equotion 3-S 
Fi~ 3-7 illustntes the design curve produced from Equation 2-8. 
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Chapter 4 Laboratory Investigations 
The laboratory work is considered the main component of this thesis. It is also the pilot 
experimental component of a larger three year, Petroleum Research Atlantic Canada 
(PRAC)/Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) jointly 
funded project entitled "Experimental Study of Ice Failure Processes for Design Load 
Estimation". 
All tests were reduced scale, laboratory indenter tests, designed specifically to look at 
fracture and spalling during loading. If one looks at large scale interactions, it is assumed 
that across the global area of an interaction, there exist a random number of high pressure 
zones that can fluctuate in intensity and spatially with time. This means that the processes 
occurring in the high pressure zones of a large scale test are unstable and difficult to 
study. It is also assumed that damage processes initiate from high pressure zones. An 
indenter test provides the experimenter with a stable high pressure zone that is forced to 
exist at the ice-indenter interface. This greatly helps in simplifying the problem of 
analysis. 
The experimental method was designed using the previous work of Barrette et al. (2003) 
as a starting model. Also considered during experimental design was the idea that these 
were the initial tests in a 2-3 year testing program, and they should be geared towards 
providing information to aid in the refinement of future test. This led to a test matrix with 
no experimental repeats, the idea being that these tests could be used to narrow down 
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future work, and that more infonnation could be gained through looking at a large 
number of pos>ibi~tics. 
4.1 Tosting Procodun and Data Galh•ring 
The test in& prognun was conducted utilizing the facilitirs available at the large and small 
cold roonu within NRC-lOT. The Materials Testing System (MTS) equipment (Figure 4-
1) is located within the large cold room and the control systems, datn acquisition systems, 
computen, chan recorden and video monitors ore located just outside. 
Figure 4-1: MTS test Crame located in the large eold I"'om 11 NRC-lOT 
All tests were conducted at -I 0 •c. ,.;th the samples stored 11 this tempetlture prior IIDd 
post machinina, \limmum 2 weeks, to ensure that the samplrs were 11 the target test 
temperorure. The srunples were stored in air tight plastic boas in cnmping coolers with a 
large amount of sacrificial snow to ensure c.rystaJ integrity was maintained. The test 
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setup (Figure 4-2) involved placing a machined test sample (approx. 20cm x 20cm x 10 
em) of polycrystalline ice (explained in detail later) on the test platform so that the 
indenter would make contact at the desired distance from the edge of the specimen. The 
indenter contact distance from the sample edge for the intermediate and edge tests was 
measured using a drafting square and a ruler. The edge was chosen from visual 
inspection, looking for the edge with the least amount of visual flaws. The center 
location was taken as the intersection point of diagonals placed on the top of the sample 
surface. The indenter was than manually lowered such that it was above the sample, but 
not in contact with it. This space was kept consistent by using thin metal strips as spacers. 
The strips were bent slightly, and the indenter was brought down until contact with the 
strip was made. The strip was than removed. The samples were under no confinement 
during the test. The tests were conducted to a maximum actuator displacement of 5 mm, 
thus the penetration of each test varied slightly relative to the manual placement of the 
indenter above the sample. Velocity of the tests varied from 0.2 mm/s to 10 mm/s 
depending on the test. 
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M'TS 
Figure 4-2: Coatral ttst Hl ·up for tht indtntion t nts. A -..nd regular sp<td 
vklto camtn was a.lso used-. but c-annot be sun u It" as locattd at 
approximately tbt sa.mt location u thi.s picture wu taken. 
The test wns controlled and recorded using the MTS contrOller nnd recording equipment. 
A 25 kN MTS load cell (model number 661.238-01) WQS used with n sampling lrequency 
of20 kHz. The load cell was deemed appropriate based on tile expected loads and noise 
levels. This wu then ftltercd using a 3dB cutoff frequency of 3 kllz.. The filter was 
chosen based on the be$1 a\'ailable at NRC-lOT 10 satisfy the Nyquist criterioo. aod 
reduce aliasina based on sampling frequency. 
The tests "'ere vi<kotaped using 3 video cameras, I blac~ and white recording at 30 
frames per second (fps), I color recording at 30 fps, and I hil)h speed blnck and white 
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camera recording at 1000, 500 and 125 fps depending on the length of the test in 
question. The high speed video was analysed using "motion measure" software. A one 
shot synchronizing pulse was generated on initiation of the MTS, causing a LED located 
next to the ice sample to flash. This can be seen on the video at the start of the test. 
Two indenters were used during the tests. These choices relate directly to the work done 
by Barrette et al. (2003). In that work, the scaling relationship is studied and was shown 
with a strong level of confidence that work done on a laboratory indenter scale can be 
brought up to events of engineering significance. As in Barrette et al. (2003), the 
indenters used are scaled-down versions of the spherical indenters used in the field 
(Frederking et al., 1990). Table 4-1 provides details of the indenter used. The shaft of 
both indenters was painted with a matt black finish to reduce reflective glare from the 
lights. 
Table 4-1: Indenters used during study. 
Size Material Radius of 
curvature 
10 mmradius Soft steel 12.8mm 
20 mm radius Soft steel 25.6mm 
The samples were photographed before and after all tests using digital photography 
(photographs are provided in an observation section). After the tests the samples were 
placed in sealed garbage bags and then put into camping coolers for storage. All samples 
were stored at -10° C. 
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4.2 Thin Sectioning 
The samples were thin sectioned approximately 3 weeks after testing (the small delay 
was due to equipment problems). Thin sectioning was done using the "Double 
Microtome" technique introduced by Sinha (1977). This involved using a microtome 
blade (Figure 4-3) to "shave" samples of ice (welded to glass slides) to 1-2 mm in 
thickness, thus allowing for the crystal structure to be examined. It should be noted that 
typically the thin section is welded to the glass side by a bead of water around the full 
perimeter of the sample. In our case, the sample was only welded on 3 sides, leaving the 
side that was indented un-touched. The thin sections are photographed (Figure 4-4) 
under: 
1. Cross-polarized light (Figure 4-5): facilitating easy viewing of the various 
crystals. (Ice has a preferred optical crystal axis, the c-axis, so that crystals with 
the c-axis oriented in different directions will show different color under cross-
polarized light). 
2. Normal light with a side light oriented at approx 45 degrees pointed at the sample 
(Figure 4-6): This highlights any micro cracking that may be present in the thin 
section as the side light will reflect off the crack surfaces. 
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Fi&urt 4-3: Microtome setup sho,.lnc the blade with sha> ed lee, and a thin sedioo 
oa a gl.a.ss plare. The thin sec:tioa "'-m continue to be shaved u.ntil il 
I c..::r. j.------. Side light 
Cross 
polarized 
lenses 
source 
Fi&urt 4-4: Thin sedioo photo statioa: The thin sedioo is plaeed benleea the 2 
polarized lenses 10 produce the colourful pbotOJ and oa top of the 
platform for the side reflection photos. 
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Figure 4-5: T) picai thia -· pbotognphtd uodtr <ron pobriud light 
conditioas. 
Fi&ure 4·6: Typi<aithin section photographed under side renectiveligbttooditions. 
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4.3 Step by step summary of test procedure 
1. Machine sample 
2. Measure and photograph the sample 
3. Position sample on testing platform 
4. Adjust the indenter height using spacers 
5. Set MTS controller to specific test parameters 
6. Roll video cameras 
7. Simultaneously initiate test and commence load acquisition 
8. Photograph and store tested sample. 
9. Thin section and photograph samples (thin sections were than placed in storage) 
4.4 Test Details 
The test matrix (Table 4-2) shows the variations of the tests that were conducted. The 
indenter distance to the edge was varied to investigate any potential edge effect. The 
indenter displacement rates for the slow and medium velocities were chosen to be 
consistent with the scaling rules used by Barrette et al. (2003). In that study the fastest 
rate was equivalent to the medium speed in this test series. The fastest rates used by 
Barrette (2003) indicate a transition zone between creep and brittle material deformation 
of the ice. The higher rate for this series was chosen to investigate the material properties 
beyond that transition, and into the brittle deformation region. 
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Table 4-2: Test Matrix 
Number of Tests 
Indenter Indenter Speed Indenter distance to the edge 
Diameter (mm/sec) Center Intermediate Edge 
(10 em from edge) (5em from edge) (2 em from edge) 
10mm 5.0 Fast 1 1 1 
10mm 1.0 Medium 1 1 1 
10mm 0.1 Slow 1 1 1 
20mm 10.0 Fast 1 1 1 
20mm 2.0 Medium 1 1 1 
20mm 0.2 Slow 1 1 1 
Test naming convention 
The naming convention inherently gives details about the test in question. The tests will 
be refereed to by name, and it will aid the reader to understand this convention. Table 4-3 
provides examples to follow. 
Table 4-3: Naming Convention (2 examples) 
Testname: 105 D20 VlOPO C 
105 D20 V10PO c 
Test Type & Year Indenter Diameter Indenter velocity Indenter Location 
Indenter test, 2005 20mm lO.Omm/s Center 
(10 em from edge) 
Test name: 105 DlO VOPl E 
105 D10 VOP1 E 
Test Type & Year Indenter Diameter Indenter velocity Indenter Location 
Indenter test, 2005 10mm 0.1 mm/s Edge 
(2 em from edge) 
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4.5 Preparation of Ice Sample 
Introduction 
There is a need to provide a standard description of ice preparation so that experimental 
results can be compared and reviewed objectively. Techniques for preparing fine grained 
homogenous, isotropic low porosity ice have been described by Garcia (1984), Jacka and 
Lile (1983), Cole (1979). The techniques used at Memorial University have been 
described Barrette (2003). The techniques used during this project are very similar to 
that described by Barrette. A summary is provided below. 
Ice Production Process 
A synopsis of the ice sample preparation steps is shown in Table 4-41. The ice was 
produced for this project at the cold room facilities NRC-lOT. 
Table 4-4 Flow chart for the ice sample preparation 
Prepare seed ice from the bubble-free fresh water ice 
Deposit seed ice into mold, flood with oo distilled water 
Freeze the slurry mixture (seed ice + water) in mold 
Machine molded ice into test samples 
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Production of seed ice 
The seed ice for making granular ice blocks (poly-crystalline ice) has to be free of air 
bubbles so that the ice sample that is produced will also be bubble free (very difficult to 
achieve, but the aim is to minimize the air present in the testing sample). The seed ice 
used in this project was acquired from a commercial ice supplier as 300 lbs blocks of 
clear ice produced for use in the ice sculpture industry. This is not a standard practice, as 
most times the ice used for seed is grown from distilled water. This option was chosen as 
a means to reduce the time needed to prepare for the testing program, and is expected to 
have been of minimum consequence in the overall response of the ice as the water used to 
make the ice blocks was degassed and filtered (to produce clear ice for the sculptures). 
In order to produce the seed ice (Figure 4-7), large bubble free ice blocks are first cut 
with a chain saw into manageable blocks. The blocks are then further reduced on a band 
saw into strips of ice approx 20 mm x 80 mm x 5 mm. The strips are then fed into an ice 
crusher (as found in food service). The crushed ice is then side sieved in order to obtain 
the desired grain size. The seed used for this testing was that retained on a standard 
ASTM Intemational4.75-3.35 mm sieve. It is important to maintain a clean environment 
during the sieving process to minimize contamination. This was done at -1 0°C. 
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Figure 4-7: Poly<rystalllne u«< lee on ASTM lnternallona14.75-3.35 mm sieve 
Molding 
Molding is lbc proeess by which the large polycrystalline ice blocks are produetd. The 
eritic:al step Ill this .,...,._ lS the C\1ICIJ>Ition of air liom inter-seed voids and from the 
water ustd 10 flood the mold. A vacuum moidmg system was desisned for this purpose 
and is located in the anti-room (0° C) next to lbc large cold room at lOT. This will be 
described in delaiJ below 
Various types of molds and procedures have been established and introduced in the 
literature. Glen (1953) introduced a brass mold and a vacuum for the produetioo of teSl 
ice. His system produced cloudy ice due to the random orientation of erystsl amins and 
the presence of bubbles. GouaJmour (1967) did not use a vacuum system, althou&b the 
water was seeded. for the production of test ice; this resulted in ice with columnar pain. 
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The molding process used for this project is outlined as follows: 
1. Place mold (Figure 4-8) in cold room overnight to ensure that it gets down to 
temperature. This is tested by placing several seeds along the outside of the mold 
making sure that they do not show any signs of melting. 
2. Fill the mold with seed (approximately 1-50 quart cooler full). 
3. Carefully place a thin layer of snow (finely crushed ice produced as a by-product 
of the sieving process, guaranteeing that it will not contaminate the sample) over 
the seed. This ensures that no sharp edges from the seed will come into contact 
with the latex membrane used to hold the vacuum. 
4. Place a bead of vacuum grease around the lip of the mold, and then stretch a cut 
off weather balloon (latex membrane) over the mold, making sure of a good seal 
with the vacuum grease. Hold this in place with large rubber bands. The mold is 
than vacuumed to approximately 2-3 mm Hg. 
5. 6.0 litres of zero degree distilled de-aerated (Figure 4-9) water is drawn into the 
mold under vacuum. 
6. An insulated cover is placed over the flooded mold ensuring that freezing takes 
place from the bottom up. Any air that may remain is pushed to the top of the ice 
block during freezing, facilitating trimming later on. 
7. The mold requires a minimum of 3 full days to freeze at -10° C. The mold was left 
upturned at 0° C until the ice block released. This was facilitated by the downward 
taper shape of the mold shape. 
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Figure 4-8: Poly<l')'>tallintlce block mold. (Note: tbe bose and valve to tbtltft, 
ued for vacuumi:ng our alr, and Oooding with de--atnltd -.utt.r. 
Figure 4-9: Nold DtAerator Sy•tem located at NRC-JOT 
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Machining 
The samples used for testing had to be machined from the large blocks produced from the 
mold (Figure 4-1 0). This technique was preferred to casting samples as it allows for 
selective trimming of any poor quality ice, and increases control of the sample finish. For 
this project the test samples measured approximately 20cm x 20cm x 10cm. 
The Machining process used for this project is outlined as follows: 
1. Cut the large blocks into manageable blocks on band saw, continuing to work the 
smaller blocks until they were approximately square and measuring 25cm x 25cm 
x 15cm. Each mold was able to produce 2 blocks. 
2. Using the milling machine (located in the cold room at lOT) and a surface cutter, 
the large rough blocks were then machined to the final size (Figure 4-11 ). The 
milling machine could remove approximately 3-4 mm maximum per pass. The 
technique used did produce precisely flat surfaces, but did not produce perfectly 
square blocks. 
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Figure 4-10: From mold biCl<'k to test sample 
Figure 4·11: Mac-hining test 1ample u~ing the milling machine in tht large cold 
room at NRC-lOT 
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Chapter 5 Individual Test Observations 
This project was designed with much of the focus placed on visual data obtained through 
high speed video, regular video, and digital photographs. This section will provide a 
sample of the observations made for each test (complete observations are found in 
appendix A). This includes a table detailing the events and times noted on the high speed 
video (regular speed camera for the longer tests). These times are then transferred to the 
load trace using Matlab. The load traces are manually adjusted to begin at zero by using 
Matlab to observe the point that the load graph deviates from its baseline. The video 
times are adjusted to zero based on the first observed frame of contact. This adjustment 
is necessary as an initial space exists between the indenter and the sample that must be 
closed before the indenter makes contact with the specimen. This space is necessary to 
ensure that the indenter is up to the required velocity at time of contact (i.e., no error in 
velocity related to acceleration). The zeroing cuts off this initial movement, and because 
the video and load sensor could not be set off at the same time, they have to be separately 
adjusted to zero. Photographs of the test samples before and after testing, and the 
photographs of the thin sections are included. 
note 
Not all peaks showed definitive expulsions on the video, and some were observed to a 
lesser degree. For the sake of this project, the events recorded were deemed significant 
by the relatively larger magnitude then was observed throughout the duration of the test. 
This means that all spikes on graphs were not associated with a significant event as is 
defined related to this project. The periods between significant events was characterized 
by vary degrees of clearing at the indenter contact zone; from continuous flow of 
particles at high speeds, to" popping" small ejections at lower speeds. 
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5.1 Example of Individual Ttst Observations: Test 105_010_ V5p0_1 
fl&ure S-1: 105_010_ VSpO_I Post ttst pictures; the left •ide shows dt11rly that 
relatiuly large pit«s of Ire "'Ut injecttcl aWl) (rom tbt indenter. Tbt 
rigtu skit sbo"'s tbat ~ ithin the- indentu footprint. art:u of"' llite 
r.rusbed Itt, and lttaJ of dHr i« are pratnL 
IOS_DJO_VSpO_T - T•st obstrvatlons: 
L. High spted projectile extruSions 
2. lndeoter "l>on:d" into the sample causing continuous expulsion of crushed ice 
"'ith periodic larJic "'ioleot" ejections of huger particles with hiaJ> "elocity 
3. Loud cootinuous """'kina noises 
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Table 5-1: 103_010_ VSpO_I- Ulgb sJ)ftd ,;deo observations 
01...-10 ... ~$0 ...... ~.._ , • 
.......... _.._._~--~---. 
1 
-
~ 
figure 5-l: 103_010_ VSpO_l -Load tnoe wltb vertical lin .. indicating the time of 
ob .. rved slanLOunt events from the blgb speed umera. 
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Figure 5-3: 105_010_ V5p0_1-Thin section pictur .. (indented from top). The left 
side sho,.s the thin section undtr <ross polari>.ed light. The right sldt 
sbo,.s I be thin section under 1 side reOe<ted ll&bt. 
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Chapter 6 General Test Observations 
6.1 Edge Effects and Rate of load Increase 
Performing tests at the same velocity, but at differing locations provides insights into 
edge effects, large scale fracturing and the rate of load change. By comparing the 3 tests 
of common velocity and looking for similarities and differences, interesting trends 
become apparent. 
The most noticeable trend is that the initial change in load with time slope for the tests of 
the same velocity, but at different locations, is similar. That is, for any given loading rate, 
there exists a characteristic rate of load increase. The common slope continues until the 
distance to a free edge (the edge effect) becomes significant (Figures 6-2 and 6-3), and 
large scale fractures occur. This is a significant observation, as the scale effect in ice 
engineering, the resulting magnitude of pressure will decrease with increasing ice contact 
area, is directly related to fracture. As seen in Figure 6-1, fracture events, whose 
occurrence is correlated to level of confinement, present a limit to the potential load. 
Thus, the edge effect (an indirect measure of confinement) plays a role in the maximum 
potential load experienced. The edge effect should also become enhanced as the area 
increased, this was not clearly evident from the tests conducted, but warrants further 
research. 
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Fi&vre 6-J Comporboo or tests performed with tbt umt ladtntotloa nlotity (20 
mm ladtnttr). Noti<t tblt tbt inirlolslope of oll 3 tnts per gnopb is the 
same. 
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6.2 Damage Classification Under Differing Test Conditions 
This testing program was designed to examine how varying testing conditions would 
affect the test outcome and type of deformation. An important step to achieve this is to 
examine each test, classify the type of damage that took place, and identify significant 
trends. Tables 6-1 to 6-6 enable easy comparison between tests. Observations for these 
tables were made through observing the tests while in progress, and then studying the 
high speed camera data. It is beyond the scope of this project to take detailed 
measurements regarding items such as the location of fracture initiation or the actual 
sizes if the spalled peaces. It is apparent though from qualitative observations that the 
fractures tended to initiate near the center of the indenter and that the larger indenters 
tended to result in larger spalls. 
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Table 6-1: Damage Classification: Center location Sorted. 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Dominant Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-severe) 
Large Local Crushing 
Fractures Spalling 
105 D20 VOp2 C 20mm Slow Center y 2 3 
105 D20 V2p0 C 20mm Medium Center n 3 2 
105 D20 V10p0 C 20mm Fast Center n 3 1 
105 D10 V0p1 C 10mm Slow Center n 1 3 
105 D10 V1p0 C 10mm Medium Center n 2 3 
105 D10 V5p0 C 10mm Fast Center n 3 1 
Table 6-2: Damage Classification: Intermediate location Sorted 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-severe) 
Large Local Crushing 
Fractures S_l)alling_ 
105 D20 VOp2 I 20mm Slow Intermediate y_ 1 3 
105 D20 V2p0 I 20mm Medium Intermediate y 2 2 
105 D20 V10p0 I 20mm Fast Intermediate n 3 3 
105 D10 VOp1 I 10mm Slow Intermediate y 1 3 
105 DlO V1p0 I lOmm Medium Intermediate n 2 3 
105 D10 V5p0 I 10mm Fast Intermediate n 3 2 
Table 6-3: Damage Classification: Edge location Sorted 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-sever~) 
Large Local Crushing 
Fractures Spalling 
105 D20 V0p2 E 20mm Slow Edge y 1 2 
105 D20 V2p0 E 20mm Medium Edge y 1 2 
105 D20 V10p0 E 20mm Fast Edge y 3 2 
105 DlO V0p1 E 10mm Slow Edge y 1 1 
105 D10 V1p0 E 10mm Medium Edge y 1 2 
105 D10 V5p0 E 10mm Fast Edge y 2 3 
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Table 6-4: Damage Classification: Fast Indentation Velocity Sorted 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-severe) 
Large Local crushing 
Fractures Spallin2 
105 D20 VlOpO C 20mm Fast Center n 3 1 
105 D20 V10p0 I 20mm Fast Intermediate n 3 3 
105 D20 V10p0 E 20mm Fast Edge y 3 2 
105 D10 V5p0 C 10mm Fast Center n 3 1 
105 DlO V5p0 I 10mm Fast Intermediate n 3 2 
05 D10 V5p0 E 10mm Fast Edge y 2 3 
Table 6-5: Damage Classification: Medium Indentation Velocity Sorted 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-sever~) 
Large Local crushing 
Fractures Spallin2 
105 D20 V2p0 C 20mm Medium Center n 3 2 
105 D20 V2p0 I 20mm Medium Intermediate y 2 2 
105 D20 V2p0 E 20mm Medium Edge y 1 2 
105 D10 V1p0 C lOmm Medium Center n 2 3 
105 D10 V1p0 I 10mm Medium Intermediate n 2 3 
105 DlO V1p0 E lOmm Medium Edge y 1 2 
Table 6-6: Damage Classification: Slow Indentation Velocity Sorted 
Test Number Indenter Test Test Damage Description 
Diameter Speed Location (ranked 1-3 for mild-severe) 
Large Local crushing 
Fractures Spalling 
105 D20 VOp2 C 20mm Slow Center y 2 3 
105 D20 V0p2 I 20mm Slow Intermediate y 1 3 
105 D20 VOp2 E 20mm Slow Edge y 1 2 
105 D10 VOp1 C 10mm Slow Center n 1 3 
105 D10 VOp1 I 10mm Slow Intermediate y 1 3 
105 D10 V0p1 E 10mm Slow Edge y 1 1 
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From examining the above tables and the graphs in Figure 6-1, it is apparent that several 
generalizations can be made: 
1. With all other things equal, the probability of large fracture increases as distance 
to the edge decreases. 
2. Slow speed tests have a higher probability of fracture than high speed tests. 
3. Slow speed tests undergo continuous small extrusion (local crushing) that appears 
ineffective in "clearing" the indenter. This leads to build up of energy in the 
system that is released in violent bursts causing large fractures. 
4. Fast tests undergo continuous extrusion in the form of local spalling, effectively 
relieving the energy in the system in a series of small bursts. 
6.3 High Speed Video: A Closer Look 
The use of high speed video to observe loading events during indentation is an interesting 
and promising method of data collection. There is the inherent difficulty of how to 
present this data effectively to the reader. It is impossible to include the videos, and there 
is no numerically effective method to fully represent this data. This section aims to 
provide the reader with a glimpse of information available through two step by step case 
studies that examine how the load-time traces and screen shots are analyzed together. 
The video was shot at 1000 frames per second. It should be noted here that the data on 
the load trace and the high speed camera had to be manually correlated (as explained 
earlier). This introduces a small level of error (on the order of plus or minus 1 frame) but 
the evidence strongly suggests that the noticeable load fluctuations, or events, visible on 
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the graphs correlate well with significant visual events from the video, and that spalling 
and fractures results in the large drop in loads. 
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CIISel: High ~fl<•d <j<elion spoil 
Step I. Load trooe: Generated using matlab from data obtained from the MTS 
11U1Chine 1<*1 oeU at NRC-lOT. 
] 
I 
r ,_ 
-
• 
figure &-4 Complete Load trace for test 105 DIO V5p0 I with higbligbttd nent 
Step 2. Blow up the circled reaion on abo\'e GJ'Ilph 
---· 
-
-
-· 
. 
... , .......... _ ... 
Figure 6-5: Test 105 010 V5p0, hi&bllghted event, focusing on time 0.650 • 0.69 s 
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Seep 3. Sen:cn shoes from lhe high speed video 
Figure 6-6: Serecn ohoiJ of the circled enol. II sbo,.s tbatlhe large load drop is 
dlreetly anociated " 'ith a spaU <jection process. 
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Cau ]: Edgt FracJNrt 
Sttp I. Loed trace: GcncnllCd using mallab from data oblain«< from lhe 
MTS machine load cell at NRC-lOT. 
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Figu,.. 6-7: Complete Load trace for test 105 DIO VSpO E "lth h lpUpted <nat 
Sttp 2. Blov. up the cin:led region on obove 8J11ph. 
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Figu,.. 6-8: Test lOS 010 VSpO, highllgbled tvtnl, focu!lng on tl.mt 0.342-0.375 s. 
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Step 3. Screen shots from the high speed \ideo. 
flgurt 6-9: S< .... o shoiJ of the circled neaL It sbo ... tblttbe large lood drop is 
dltwtl) .......U.tod oritb aa odge fn<turt. 
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Chapter 7 Damage Layer: Observations and Evidence 
7.1 Introduction 
The damage layer, as described in detail earlier, manifests itself as a zone mechanical 
damage processes, varying depending on relative location to a high pressure zone (Figure 
7-1). This section will present observational evidence for the existence of a damage 
layer, and the varying components. It should be noted that although this section aims to 
provide examples of the specific damage processes, they do not exist alone during the 
processes. Damage is a complex interaction of several processes. 
Ice Movement 
•Pressure melting 
•Recrystallization 
Figure 7-1: Zones of Damage associated with High Pressure Zones 
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7.2 FradllriDg 
!:viden<AO of Large fractures was abundant, with every edge Location c~usina froctun:. half 
the intenncdiatc location lest causing fracture, and one central location cest causing 
froctun:. Figure 7·2 is included here as an example. 
Fiaure 7-2: Example of fracture observed during tHting 
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7.3 s.,.. lliDg 
Spallin& is more or less £rocrure, but in this repon it is distinguished from large scale 
fro<:tw-cs. The term spalling is used to describe the smaller flakes that arc ejected (mostly 
from the top surface, very close to the indenter). Figure 7-3 shows n Onke being "spalled 
ofr' durina indentation. 
Ftguro7-3: High speed video scrten shot showing a.n ice flake being eje<led as a 
result of spalllng near rhe lndenrer 
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7.4 Mlrro...,rarking 
Micro-crocking ref..-... to lbe small erocks !hal fonn within lbe ice sample, 'tl}' close 10 
the indention site. Micro-cracks are quite visible from the side reOective thin sections. II 
is of imporumce to note where this cracks fonn in notation 10 the ice crystals. evidence 
from this study stron&IY points to a nolationship between crystal boundaries and micro-
crack propagation. Fiaure 7-4 shows this phenomenon well. 
Figure 7-4: The red lines correlate 3rains (rom tbe thin se<tion photographed under 
reflective light coodillons (top) and cross polartted light (bottom) 
conditions. It clearly shows tho! the outline den ned by the micro· 
craekinc b related to arai.n bound I I') location, at leu! withi.n the lo .... er 
portion or the damage. 
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7.5 Recrystallization without micro-cracking 
The evidence for recrystallization is found in the fine detail of the thin sections, 
specifically the area directly in front of the indenter. Many of the thin sections show that 
the area in front of the indenter, under cross polar light conditions, contains many tiny 
crystals. This is often caused by crushed ice, and highly micro-cracked ice, but within 
some of the reflected light thin sections, it can be seen that this is not always the case. 
Many of the reflected light thin sections show that this area is actually clear ice. Since the 
ice was originally made of 4 mm crystals, the presence of the new smaller crystals of 
clear ice is the result of recrystallization as a result of damage (Figure 7-5). 
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Figure 7·S: The outlined are-a, that consists of many small crystals (lower picture), is 
made up off dtar ice (top picture), evident by I he lack or micro- crocks. 
Tbb b clearly evidence ror I be presen<e or rtei")SIIllltatloo processes •• 
tbe iDdeattr i_nttrface. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion and Conclusions 
8.1 Recommendations for future work 
This was a test series and certain lessons were learned that are extremely valuable to a 
future set, or as George Box (Professor Emeritus-University of Wisconsin) has been 
known to say, "The best time to do an experiment is after it has been done". 
This experimental program was designed as a pilot project, and although there is 
scientific merit in the experimental results of this testing program, the recommendations 
for future projects is certainly of equal importance. This section is dived into a section 
outlining recommended changes to the experimental procedure, and a section 
recommending potential new experiments. 
Experimental procedure recommendations 
1. Ice growth is of utmost importance, and it can become the dominant factor in 
controlling the experimental progress. 
a. The time taken to grow samples of testable ice was reduced by purchasing 
the large industrial blocks of air free ice; it is recommend that this be 
continued in the future. 
b. The time taken to crush air free ice and subsequently hand sieve it the 
desired seed size was very time consuming, and produced a lot of waste 
ice. A more suitable crusher with finer adjustment should be considered 
to remedy this issue. 
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c. It was •CtY tim<! consuming to acrually seed a block of ice, and then the 
sample had 10 be left 10 frttz.e for at least 3 days. This process could be 
<ped up with additional molds. For example, if 3 molds were a>'&ilable, as 
one mold was being seeded. another mold could be in the fieaing Slag< 
and the other could ha\'e a sample being e)eeled, allov.ing for continuous 
production. 
2. Snmple mnchining is a time consuming process, and in any future projects, 
samples should be used to the full potential. Within this project, I macltined 
sample Yo as used for eaeb test. As Figure 8·1 illustrates. it was possible 10 use a 
sample for more than one test during all of the edge tCSU. and potentially some of 
the intermediate testS. In the future it is recommended 10 test more than one side 
of the sample under sucb circumstances. 
Figure 8·1: Illustrating tbe potential of testing on more than one side of a sample. 
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3. The samples during testing moved from the initial location on the sample platform 
during indentation. This is a consequence of the testing conditions chosen, but it 
will certainly introduce a level of uncertainty into the tests that should be 
effectively dealt with in future studies to strengthen the validity of the edge tests. 
It is however, difficult to control. In future testing of this nature, the sample 
should be secured to the platform in a manner that would not affect the sample's 
unconstrained condition. Two suggestions on how to accomplish this are: 
a. "Weld" the sample to the platform using a small bead of water around the 
perimeter. 
b. Place the sample on a platform with a higher coefficient of friction. "Grip 
tape" is one potential solution. 
4. During some of the testing, it was noted that comers and edges on the bottom of 
the sample (the side in contact with the platform) were fracturing and breaking 
off. Two potential amendments to the procedure to prevent this from happening 
are: 
a. Make one final "cleaning" pass on the bottom surface of the sample on the 
milling machine directly prior to testing 
b. Use a platform that has been milled to a higher tolerance. 
5. The high speed camera used was very good visually, but it did have the constraint 
of not providing a means for allowing trigger signal synchronization with the load 
cell. This would have made analysis of the data easier and provided for greater 
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accuracy in correlating events between both data sets. Cameras are available that 
have this ability and in the future they should be used. It would also be beneficial 
to invest in software that will enable easier editing and trimming of the videos. 
6. The data acquisition rate, and filter used were based primarily on those available 
to us for use at NRC-lOT. This is an issue that would have to be further 
investigated. 
7. The use of a high speed camera for the slower velocity tests proved rather fruitless 
as the capacity of the memory storage disk for the camera used was not capable of 
recording the full duration of the longer, slower tests. This issue would have to be 
addressed. A larger memory card or direct links into a computer hard drive appear 
to be reasonable solutions. 
Future experiment recommendations 
1. This test series raised the issue of edge effects relating to loading and fracture. To 
further investigate this issue the following is suggested: 
a. The speed of indention and the indenter size are kept constant. 
b. The only variable would be the indenter location (Figure 8-2). Note, this 
was done to a degree during this test series, but a larger number of 
intermediate distances would help constrain the problem, and lead to a 
more complete understanding. 
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c. The experiment should be carried out until a large global fracture occurs 
d. Load should be measured 
Indenter Locations 
- 1- 1-1-1- -n ti1 
~ I I I I I I I I &-' I I I I I I I I Cl> 
I ! I I I ! I ! 
I I 
I"" 
Test Sample E Intermediate Distance ~ 
Figure 8-2: Illustrative sketch of suggested test set-up 
This experiment will help develop a numerical relationship between edge distance 
loading and fracture as is hypothesised in Figure 8-3. 
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Time 
Figu~ 8-3: Illustration of potential lood traces showing how tbe maximum load 
before fnccure mi&ht vary dt"pendiD& or.t the indtnter di.Jtance from the 
ed&e. (Lo" estload b<lng at the edge going to largest load at the cent<r) 
2. The hi(lh speed camera proved to be a valuable tool in observing the behaviour of 
the ice during indentation. This i<ka could be Cllried forward to a Wac< am~ 
experiment where a load could be applied across a whole face and a high speed 
camera could be used to watch how spalling locatioos, and similarly high pressure 
woes, change spatially with time. 
It is suagested that to aid in fractun: and spaU initiation. a uuncated pynmid 
shape be used, with the loading applied to the top pilUle. A square based 
truncated pyramid could be used as a control, and aspect ratio affects could be 
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= 
studied quite elegantly by changing the shape of the base from square to 
rectangular in various configurations. 
3. A third recommendation is to complete the above 2 test series while using a 
pressure sensor to map the spatial and temporal dynamics of high pressure zones. 
This experiment is currently being looked into with the Tekscan 1-Scan Pressure 
measurement system being investigated. It is suggested that a high speed camera 
be utilized during these tests. 
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8.2 J>raetl011l implications 
These experiments have effectively sbo"n that fracture plays an imponant role in load 
reduction during oontinuous intenOCtion. and in the scale effect. The scale effect itself is 
well known to be nn important con.sideration in desian situations, but it may not be clear 
how the results of an indentation test series can be relllled to design. Comparisons 
between an indenter test and a SIIUCture being impacted by a large ioe shec1 can be made. 
As seen in Fii'R 8-4. a swionaty struetw-e being impeeted b) a brge floe is directly 
comparable to an indenter test In the case of the Molikpaq structure, it wns very thin in 
comparison to the impacting sheet; in this case it resembles a center indenter test. The 
lessons learned Jq!llldiog the COrtSCqUcDOC$ of a fracture during indention ICSIS (see figure 
6-1) can be applied 10 artie slnlCt~. 
figure 8-4: The Motikpaq in tbe a .. utorte S..a. Illustrating bo" a stationary 
structure being impacted by a large noe is comparable to an indenter 
I tot. 
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8.3 Conclusions 
Evidence from this report supports the theory of a damage layer induced at the ice 
structure interface, and provides useful insight into the mechanisms involved in this 
process. This is highlighted by the powerful evidence visible in the thin sections and 
variable modes of interaction visible from the high speed camera during the different 
rates. The existence of such a strong correlation between grain boundaries and micro 
cracks are also of interest. 
Compelling evidence linking the dynamic loading sequence, a well documented 
phenomenon of ice interaction, to fracture and spalling events is also visible in the 
comparison between load traces and the high speed videos. This was a theory that has 
been discussed before, but to the author's knowledge, this was the first time that such 
persuasive evidence has been presented. 
The prelude to the existence of a numerical relationship between the distances to a free 
edge on fracture processes has also been shown. 
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Appendix A Test Observations 
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Test: 105_D10_Y5p0_C 
Figurt Enor! No""' of specified style in docwnent.-1 : 105_DIO_ V5pO_C Po!!, .. , 
pic1ures; the left side shows clurty that relatively large pieces or Ice 
" ere lajecttd *" ay from the iadeattr. Tbe right side sbo""s that "ithia 
the indenter footprint, areas of white tru.!lhed ict1 and areas of dur Ice 
arc prue.nt. 
IOS_DIO_ VSpO_C -Tn t Obstn'Dtions: 
I . High speed projectile exlnlSions 
2. Indenter "bored" into the srunple causing continuous expulsion of crushed ice 
"ilh periodic large "\ioloot" ejections oflarger porticles "ilh hiah •·elocil) 
3. Loud continuous cracking noises 
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IOS_DIO_ VSpO_C- High speed \1deo oblfrvations 
lilY -~----!I II • 
.... I I n.o ... 
Indenter contact 0.060 0 
Si~mificont exoulsion 0.780 0.062 
Significant expulsion 0.197 0. 181 
Sii!Jlificant expulsion 0.235 0.219 
Sismific:ant exoulsion 0.441 0.425 
Significant expulsion 0.165 0.749 
lar!!:e flakeliftinst of top of sample 0.823 0.801 
Significant expulsion 1.083 1.067 
.... 
'"" 
. t I ! l.. 
-.. Of 0.1 
'·' 
,. 
....... , 
JOS_DIO_ V5pO_C; Load tnco with Hrtlcallioes indica tine tbo tim• of obs•"'ed 
events from the blgh speed camera 
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JOS_DIO_ VSpO_C Thin section plcturfS; (indented from lop) tbe lefts ide a bows the 
thin Rction under eross polarized lilbt. The right side shows the thin 
Hdioo under a side "fleeted light. 
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THI: 105_010_ V5p0_1 
105_0 10_ V5p0_1 Post test pictures; tbe left side sbo"• desrly tbat r<lath·ely large 
pieca of ice 1nre injeded away from the fndtnrer. Tbe Ji&ht side sho¥r5 
tbat "'itbJn rbt i:ndtntt:r footprin~ aNaJ of" bite tnubtd kt, and arHS 
of e:ltar i« Iff prtSeDt. 
IOS_DIO_ VSpO_J- T.st obstrvatwns: 
I. High speed projectile extrusions 
2. hldenter "'bored" into the sample causing continuous expulsion of crushed ice 
with periodic latge "violent" ejections oflllrier particles with high velocity 
3. Loud continuous cracking noises 
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105_010_ VSpO_I· lligh speed 'ideo obsen·ations 
~to.-.c......,., u--.a.-
.,.,..._ ...... 
..... 
I 
-· 
_[ 
E""' J: ! I .... ~;( f.,: ~y ·- ~·I ( !) .... I I 
0 ' ' ' 0 u •• •• •• u .. _,., 
105_010_ VSpO_I ·Load trau with vorticallints indicating the time of obstrved 
events from the high speed <10men. 
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T05_DIO_ VSpO_l-Thin se<tion picture$ (indented from top). Tbeleft side sbows tbe 
thin section under cross polarized light. Tbe right side shows tbe thin 
section under a side reflected light. 
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Test: IOS_DIO_ VSpO_E 
IOS_DIO_ VSpO_E- PoJitest pietures. The left side shows dearly that a large ooge 
fracture <ausoo an i« picceto be eje<led. The right side shows that 
within the Indenter footprint, the fracture that broke away was roughly 
in the- tt:nttr of the indenter, ud that the fncture did oot extend all the 
way to the bo«om of the samplt. 
JOS_DIO_ VSpO_E- Tnt obs~n"tltionJt 
I. liigh speed projectile extrusion 
2. I.AlUd oontinuous c:ncltinglpoppmg noises 
3. Lnrge edge fracture formed quickly and the tjccted particle was rounded 
4. After the large fracture, the sample was "pushed"" or slid along the platform in a 
st•ck-stip fashion 
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105_0 10_ V5p0_E- HJ&b s~ video observatloas 
' 
-
---
----.,.-~~--~ -...,.--_.- r - ~ 
-----.-- ~:..:.::J I , 
~; 
- --
- .. """"""')- : ....__ . _;;. "" ~. _ .. a..~ 
Indenter contact 009 
-
0 
SiRnificant exoolsion 0.278 0.188 
Significant exoolsion 0.316 0.226 
Larue cl'll<:k bc•ins 0.427 0.337 
Large Cl'll<:k breaks frc:c 0.433 0.343 
Crack releases and begins to fal l 0.46 0.37 
..,.! 
I 
..... I 
--I ,_ ~ ~ J I 
1100-
t' 
1000• 
l .... I 0 ~ • • ~ J 
• u •• •• •• 1 u .. -~) 
105_010_ V5p0_E -Load tn co .. itb Hrtieallines ladlntlag tbe time orobserved 
eveats from the high speed <am<l'1l 
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105_010_ VSpO_E- Thin •~lion pittura (lndtntecl from top). The left side sho,.·s the 
thiD s~on under cross polarizeclllghL The right sldt sho"s the thiD 
sec:rion undtr a side reOected lighl. 
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T .. r: IOS_DIO_VIpO_C 
JOS_OIO_ VlpO_C-Post test pictures. The left side shows that ahbougb some ice 
partides "'ere ejected, not to the same extend as the fa~ttr tests above. 
The right side shows that whbin the indenter footprint, areas of white 
crushtd iee~ and lrtaS of tlur itt are present. It also sho"s the large 
area of Hertz fncrure pratnt iD the ares surrounding tbt lndtnttr. 
IOS_DIO_ VlpO_ C-Test obsu vatlons: 
I. Loud continuous cracking/popping noises associated with continual crushing and 
extrusion 
2. Lata• flake spall (approx 2ineh in "'idth) fonned and was ejected from the top 
surface 
3. Zone of penetration of the cnockina '""' n:lath'CI) sballo", extendma only a few 
centimetres (approx 1-2cm) into the srunple 
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JOS_DIO_ VlpO_C- Higlt speed video oi>Rrvarloou 
[,• . ~ -- --.----·. -·-- ~- -- -~ --~-· ~ 
~- ~ •....!!:. . .--.i4,_..___,._~ •-"L .. ·_-...- • ... ~~ ...... 
Indenter contact 
Lo"er comer blo" out 
Sianificant exoul>ion 
Sionificantexpulsion 
Sianificantexoulsion 
Sionificant expulsion 
Stan of 2nd IISV file 
Si•nificnnt expulsion 
-
1000· 
I 
-
' 
"" 
!, ... 
1000 
... 
0 
•I • ' 
, 
_.., 
0.184 0 
o.1n 0.588 
1.286 1.102 
1.748 I.S64 
1.914 1.73 
2.574 2.39 
0 3.068 
-
1.1 1 4. 178 
• • • 
, 
105_ 010_ VlpO_C-Load trace with vtrt~J tines indica tina tbotimt of obst~td 
t\·tnts from the high speed umtr•. 
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I 
Figun Error! No cext of specified style in document.-2: 105_ 010_ VlpO_C-Thin section 
plelurtO (Indented from top). Tbe ltft sldt sbo,.s tbe tllln sec:tion under 
<ross polarized HgbL Tbe Right side sbo"s tbe thin uctloa uodtr a 5ldt 
renmed HghL 
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Trst: 105_010_ VlpO_l 
Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.-3: 105_010_ VlpO_l- Post test 
plrturrs- Tbtltfl $Ide sbo,.'S altbougb some ice partidea were ejerted, 
not to the samt uuod as tbt faster tests abo' t. The right side sho'fn 
that " I thin the iod<nttr roorprinr, areas or .. bitt t ruJbed ite, aad areas 
of dear k t are prtaenL It also shows the tarat a rea of Htrtz fracture 
present in the area surrounding tbt indenter. 
/OS_DIO_ VlpO_l- TtSt observations: 
I. Loud continuous craoking/popping noises associated with continual crushing and 
extrusion 
2. Lara• flake spall (approx 2inch in "'idth) formed and was ejected from lhe top 
surface 
3. Zone of pcneuatioo of the aacking was relath el) shallo". extending only a few 
ctntimetr<$ (approx l-2cm) into the sample 
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l05_Dl0_ VlpO_l - High sp .. d 'ideo observations 
0 
' 
2 
' TiiM(I) 
• • • 
I05_DIO_ VlpO_I- Load trace with vertical lines indicating the time of observed 
events from the high speed camera 
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T05_DIO_ VlpO_J- Thin section pictures (Indented from top). The left •ide sho,.·s the 
thin se<tion vnder cross polariud light. The right side shows the thin 
se<ti<>n under a side nfleeted lighL It should be noted tht elolliated 
grains in the bottom left side of the left picture are due to the flooding 
p~ns during sHdiu.g. [,·e-ry atttmpt w.as madt to tliminltt this, but 
lc 1tlll occun in some samples. Also, tht larce top-·bottom crad(S Sffn i:n 
tho right picture are artefact. of the thin-section process. 
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Ttst: IOS_ DIO_VI pO_E 
IOS_DtO_ VtpO_E- Po51 ttst pkturts. Tbis pieturubows a •·•ry lli<t doH up oftbe 
aru dlrttt() undrr tbt indtnter. :olote tbt semklrdt sbapt of tbt tdgt 
crack, the appH.rtnC't- that the i<'e U "'wtt'" in tht pidu.re altbougb it is 
dl')', and tbe wbitt z:oot of mit~raddng dir«tly btoeatb tht i.odtottr 
to a dtptb ofappros 1 em (the diameter of tht Indenter b 1 em for 
1cale). 
_105_DJO_Vlp0_ E- TmobstrwJtions: 
I. Loud continuous cracking/popping noises 
2. Lari• <dee fracturing occurring •·ery quickly Md cl<anly 
3. After rbe lar&e fracture, rbe sample was -pushed" or slid aJooe rbe platform in a 
stick slip fashion 
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105_010_ VlpO_E- High speed video observations 
HSV C.J1nadaa .. ,..._lllam 
lilY C..N¥11) 'I'IIIIe(--*) 
Indenter contact 0.214 0 
Crock begins to fonn at bottom of 
sample 0.378 0.164 
Crack begins to form at top center 
ed2e of samole 0.66 0.446 
I Large radial edge crack fonns 1.005 0.791 
I Lars!e radial edste soall falls away 1.012 0.798 
Mass expulsion as spall off piece 
falls and crushed ice is extruded 1.03 0.816 
More material falls from crushed 
zone 1.178 0.964 
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0....... 101m!~ 10-w· ............. 
' 
IIIIi .. .... ,...._.....,. 
-
-
-· 
' 
-· J 
1100 • 
,.,.. 
I 
.... \.. I 
• •I • ' • • • • ' lnl' (t } 
Firure l'rrorl No text of specified $1)1< in cloeumenL-4: 105_010_ Vl pO_£. Load tn~ 
"itb Hrti<al tintS indi<ating tbt limt Of Ob ..... ed .-tats from lbt bigb 
spttd camer1 
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105_010_ VlpO_E· Thin se<tion pictures (indented from top). The left sldt shows tbt 
tbln s«don under <ross polarized light. The right side sbo,.s tbethiD 
Stttlon under a sidt relltc:ted light. 
105 
T .. l: 105_010_ VOpl_C 
.I. '·-
. ......... 
• 
105_010_ VOpl _C· Post tHt pictures. 'I ole the existence of Hem like fracture in the 
right side picture. 
IOS_DIO_VOpi_C· THtobsuwiiiOIIS 
2. 1be test was "CI)' consi~t from start to finish "ith no \·isible ··events .. 
3. Tbe crushed ice did not "flow out .. from t.be indenter, but instead. it occurred with 
lots of cracking suggesting small scale spalling 
4. Very apparent "cleat ice zone .. seen in indenter footprint 
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105_DIO_ VOpi_C- Regular speed video obstnalions 
~- T---~- --~--- -
' ' ! , . .,.,...,.. ' - - "-<1'i'J ......... " 
-
'· 
' -
. 
--
CiUOII• lO 11111,.........,. 0 t ......- .....,_.C..• 
-
.... 
-
, .... 
1 J 
"" 
... 
• 0 I .. 
" 
.. 
" 
.. .. .. .. .. .. ,.., .. ) 
105_DIO_ VOpl_C· Load tno~ !Sotetb< .--mblaoeeto 1 I) pial I let <rup eunt (as 
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105_Dl0_ VOpi_C- Tbln H<tioo pictures (iodtntod rrom top). Tbeltf"t side obows the 
thin H<llon under cross polarltod li&hL Tbt rigbtside sbo"s tbt thin 
sertion under a side reflected li&ht~ TbiJ se-t of thin sections shows a 
very convJndug zone of undamaged, recryltallized ice in the Indenter 
tOntatl rtglon. 
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Tesl: 105_0 10_ VOp l_l 
105_010_ VOpi_ J. Posllest pictures. This picturuho•n a >rry nice clo50 up of tho 
a~a di-tly under the indenttr. No1e 1be u ml cirdo shape of the edge 
crack, I be appearanoo that the itt is •••nl" in I be picture although il is 
dl') , and lhe while zone of micro-fractlonlng dlrecll) benealb the 
In denier to a depth ofapprox I em (I be diameler of the indenler is 1 em 
for scale). 
/OS_ DIO_ VOp/_1- Tar obsemrtions: 
I. Loud continuous craddnglpopping noises 
2. l.atie ed~e tncturing ocauring relati,·ely <lo,.1y, and propegating in di«rele 
"Jumps". 
3. lone of daJnaae exlends 2-3 em below inden1er 
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105_010_ VOpl_l- Regular spHd video obs<natioos 
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105_010_ VOpl_[. Load trace ,.itb >trticallinos indicatia& tbt time of obstntd 
events from tbe rqulor speed <Omen. Notetbotthelood drop was not 
as sharp as it iJ for che faster tests., even with the large scale fncture. 
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105_010_ VOpl_l- Thin Udion pi<luru (indented from lop). Tbelefrside sbows tbe 
thin S«lion under cross polarlud light Tbe rigblslde shows I be thin 
s«tion under • side rene<red llgbr. 
Ill 
Tut: lllS_DIO_VOpl_E 
Figure Error! No text of speeiticd style in document.-5: 105_010_ VOpl_E- Post test 
pletureJ.. This set of pic.tures illustr•tes well the zone of d1mage under 
the indenter. 
JOS_ DIO_VOpl_E- TatoburwztioiiS 
1. Loud continuous cracking/popping noises 
2. L.ar¥• edge fracturing 
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105_ 010_ VOpl_ &- Regular speed video observati<nu 
-, ..,__ __ -- --·,..._.,....__..-_...........,.,._-
,... . . . . f ·t ' -~.~ .. ~· - ' • 
THtswt 
Internal cnocl< (S mm in 
Crack ..,..b .. od2e 
C.;.,k "jumps" about 2 mm around perimeter 
Lllrgc fracture cbunk breaks free on all sid .. of 
crack 
Chunk falls away 
rndcntion continues with sample sliding along 
' !llo.lC<ltl\\ 
DliiNW 10.-; ~ 0'--"' Lee~Mf! ..... 
ClliMi . . ... ,..._.._ 
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J 
1000 
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14.1 
105_ 010_ YOpl_ &- Load trace with nrri<alliDH iadi<atlng tbe time of observod 
eunt; (rom the bigb speed camera. 
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105_010_ VOpl_E- Thin s«tion plcturn (indtaltd from top)- Tbtltfl sldt sbo•IS lht 
thin $<<lion under cross pol•riztd Uglll- Tbt right sldt sbowslbt I bin 
s«lion under a side rentcloo ligbl-
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IOS_D20_ VIOpO_C 
IOS_D20_ VlOpO_C- Post test pictures- The left side shows clearly tbat relaliv<l)' 
large pieces of ice were injected away from the indenter. The right side 
shows that within the indenter footprint, areas of white crushed ice, 
and areas of clear ice are present. 
/05_D20_ VIOpO_C- Test observations: 
I . Comer (back left in top picture) was cracked prior to testing) 
2. Jnden!er "bored" inro the sample causing continuous expulsion of crushed ice 
with periodic large "violent" ejections oflarger particles with high velocity 
3. Loud conrinuous cracking noises 
II S 
105_020_ VIOpO_C- High speed video obse rvations 
0.27 
0.009 
oan.ter 20 ,._ ~ 1 0.0 lmllf;; U:Qiion c.rt.r 
ClbHr41ion ~poilU - --
Tlmt <•) 
l 
IOS_D20_ YIOpO_C-Load tra<e with vertical line.• indicating the time of observed 
events from tbe high speed camera. This is a particularly fine example 
of when the observed events correlate to the load trace. 
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105_020_ V!OpO_C- Thin section pictures (indented from top). The ltrt sldt shows 
the thin section under cross polarized light. The rigbt sldt shows the 
thin section under a side reflected light (note tbat tbe micro-cracks at 
depth are forming around grain boundaries). 
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105_010_ VIOpO_I· Po" test pictou·u. The left side shows dearly that relati•·ely large 
plt<!H of JC'e ""trt injected away from the indenter. The right side shows 
that "ithia the indtntn footprint, aras of"bitt cnubed ice, and aru..s 
Of dear ice art prt:SnlL 
IOS_D20_V/Op0_1· Test obsenwtions~ 
1. lndemer .. bored" into the sample causing continuous expulsion of crushed ice 
with periodic large "'violent"' ejections oflarger particles \\i th high velocity 
2. Loud continuous cracking noises 
3. Lar&e chip/flake was ejected fTom the lOp of the sample near the indenter 
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105_020_ VIOpO_I· High spud video observatioos 
't;' ----~·· ·- ,-- .... ---------..,~--,,....--·- -. . . :r· . ' c ... ~~-~. ~ 01:'<!'"'" ~- • • ~ ~ - ... ':. . . . 
-· :_...j-""~~ .... T--:.....i'f...,_, . ' 
-lodenter contaCt 1.282 0 
Silmi cant exDU.lsioo 1.32 0.038 
Sii!Di 1canl expulsion 1.386 0.104 
Significant expulsion 1.412 0.13 
Sii!Dificant expulsion 1.43 0.148 
Significant expulsion 1.447 0.165 
Sil!nificant e•'DU!sioo 1.588 0.306 
2t>d HSV file 0 0.344 
Silmi cant exoulsioo 0.03 0.374 
Sii!Di cant expulsion 0.075 0.419 
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Ft,ure Enor! "'o text ofspe<:ified Sl}ie in doeument.-6: 105_020_ VIOpO_I- Lood tnce 
,.ltb verticolliD .. iDdiuting the time of obsentd events from the bigb 
speed umtrl. 
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105_020_ VIOpO_I· Thin sedion pictures (indented from top). The left side shows 
the thin seetion undtr cross polarized light. Tho right side sho,.•s the 
thin Seetion under I side rtnec:ttd light. 
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Test: I05_D20_ VIOpO_£ 
I05_D20_ VIOpO_£- Posrtest picrur ... The left side shows the large edge spa II that 
fractured orr. The right side shows that within the indentor footprint, 
areas of white crushed ice, and are-as of clear ice are present. It also 
shows that the edge crack forms at roughly the center of the indenter 
footprint. 
105_D20_ VIOpO_E- Test obsen•ation.<: 
I. Lalge edge fracture happened very quickly 
2. Loud continuous cracking noises 
3. The sample underwent "'stick-.slip .. movement relative to the platform after the 
large spall fell away 
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105_020_ VJOpO_E- Hlgb spHd vid<O obsenatioou l.l' ·-~~-·~ ·- - ... --------- ~-., 
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• - __... ..... .,..........., . 
Indenter conUICI 1.422 0 
Radial crack bcoin.< 1.4SS 0.033 I 
Fracture lnllks throWtb to sides 1.464 0.042 
SMiled niece falls away 1.47 0.048 
Srunole bc•ins to slide on olatfonn LSOI 0.079 
OilrnMI' 20 nm; ~ 10 0 lmft; loOIIIIoft COOt 
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105_D20_ VJOpO_E- Load trace with vcrtieallint~ lndleatin& the time of o""ned 
eHnts from tbe blgb spHd eamt"- .Sodce that before tbt large spall 
happens (dmt 0.01-0.04 seconds), the load ramps up•urdJ and then 
undtrgOH a C) die loading, This was a period of some small but blgb 
speed tstru.Jion and npid growth of a zone of .. _.bile" near the 
Indenter. 
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105_020_ VlOpO_E- Thin soctlon pictures (indented from top). The left side shows 
the thin section under cross polarized light. The right side shows the 
thin section under a side reflected light. This shows shallow penetration 
of the indenter due to sliding or the spocimen after the large fracture. 
The large elon.gated crystals in the cross polarized picture are related to 
the seeding process. 
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THt 105_020_ VlpO_C 
105_0 20_ V2pO_C· Post test pictures. This"'"' the firJt tell completed, and the 
proc .. s oftakini pidllres wu not ... nned. Tbls IJ tbe only post test 
pl<ture from tbis experiment. It IUu>lnlt .. "elltbe idea or clear ice 
(rec:rystallilled in tbe bigb pressure zone) and "bite ice (uwbed and 
extruded to the side or the hi&J> pressure lODe). 
/05_D20_ VZpO_C· TI!SI observations: 
I. High velocity extrusions 
2. Loud continuous cracking nolses 
3. The sample had a visible "channel" located within it (duo to seeding process) 
No;e: No thin sections 8\Jilable for this test 
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105_020_ V2pO_C-IIIgb spHCI video ol>s«rvation• 
.--~. ~-r--., ~--.··~- -~ - • ~ ' • i 
. ... . .. · .. 
" ...- if ~ ' ·~ ... ~·..__ ..... >- _:, 
-' Indenter contact 2.798 0 
~cdium size expulsion 2.966 0.168 
f-4_mall .. .,,dsion 3.1S2 0.3S4 
Small expulsion 3.232 0.434 
End of first HSV file 3.2S2 0.4S4 
Start of Second HSV file 0 0.4S4 
Small exoulsion 0.168 0.622 
Crushin2 extrusion 0.168 0.622 
Sionificant expulsion 0.676 1.13 
Small cxoulsion 0.864 1.318 
Significant expulsion 0.888 1.342 
Significant exoulsion 1.192 1.646 
Significant expulsion 1.322 1.776 
Sianificant expulsion J.S38 1.992 
105_D20_V2pO_C· Load tncewith vertical lines indieatlng tbe time ofobserved 
events from the high speed umera. 
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105_020_ V2p0_1 
Figure Error! No text of specified style in documenL-7: 105_020_ VlpO_J- Poot test 
pietures. This was one of the most violent fractures. Clear and white 
zones were visible within the indenter footprint even In such a broken 
test sample. 
IOS_DlO_VZpO_I- TestobsmYltions: 
I. Large fracture happened very quickly, but flickers of light (possible internal 
cracks) were visible prior to froct\lre 
2. Loud conlinuous cracking noises 
3. The Load dropped to zero after this fniClW'e, as the size and force of it cleared aU 
the ice awa) from the indenter 
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105_020_ V2pO_J. High speed video observations 
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105_020_ V2pO_J. Load trace with vertical lines indicating the time of observed 
t\'ents from tbe high speed e-amera. 
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105_020_ V2p0_1- Thin section pictures (indented from top). The left side shows the 
thin section under cross pnbrized light. The right side shows the thin 
section under a side refleeted light. The odd shape of the thin section Is 
related to a fracture that began at the indenter contact. The sample was 
fiipped during photographing. 
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Tt!l: 105_020_ \'lpO_£ 
Figure Error! No text of specified style in dO<:umenl.-8: 105_020_ \'lpO_£- Posllt!l 
picluru. Ibdialshape ofspalled piece u visible. 
105_D10_V2pQ_E- Tntoln.rwtiotu: 
I. Lara• f111Ct11n happened vay quickly, the spoiled off p1ece was razor thin a1 the 
bono on 
2. Loud conlinuous cracking noises 
3. The sn.mplc underwent -stick·slip ... movement relative to the platfonn afler the 
llll'ae spall fell away 
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105_020_ V2p0_£- High op«d >ideo observotiollJ 
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105_020_ V2pO_E- Lood t race with vertical lines iodiutiog the time of ob .. rved 
enots from tbe bigb speed <OJDeno. 
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105_020_ V2pO_E·Tbin ,.<lion plcturu (lndtnltd from top). Thtltrl sldt is lbt thin 
section under cross polariud light and the right side ls the thin section 
under side refletlivt light. 
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Tnt: 105_0 20_ VOp2_C 
105_020_ VOpl_C- Po!ltHt picturtS. This .. aslhe ool) <<nlftlly JO<attd tHt to 
fracture. Note tbe Ia rae nrea of damage. 
IOS_D20_ VOpO_C- Tatobrtrv~~tionJ 
I. Large fracture happened very quickly, and involved a violent release of energy 
2. A lot of activity in the white tone around indenter. but not much material ejec:ttd 
3. Large amount of micro-cracking around the indenter, aceompanitd by "cracking 
and popping" noise 
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105_010_ VOpl_C· Rtgllbr speed video observotions 
becomes apparent 
10.6 
becomes apparent 
11.4 
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105_020_ VOpl_C· Lood tn~ "itb nrtiealliaes iDdieatiDK tbt time of observed 
e. rnts from tbt hJgb speed eamera 
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105_020_ VOp2_C· Tbin section pictu~s (indented from top). The left side is tbe thin 
section under cross polarized light and tho right side Is the thin section 
u.nder side rentcd\t light. Note the Iarae toae or mlcro-<.raddn&. 
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Test: 105_020_ VOp2_1 
105_020_ VOpl_l- Po•t rest pictures. The left sldesho,.srhe depth of the damaged 
toot. Tbe sample cracked into 3 pleees, the large one vbible in the top 
right and 2 smaller pieces of approximately the same sin. 
JOS_DZO_ VOpZJ- Tot obs.nvtions: 
I. Lata• fnotturc happened ve.y quickly, with interior nickers of light prior to large 
fnotturc 
2. Loud continuous cracking noises 
3. 11>e sample underwent '·srick-slip" mo'·ement relative to the platform after the 
large spat led off piece of ice fell away 
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105_020_ VOp2_f. Regular speed vidto obs<natioas 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.-9: IOS_D20_ V0p2_f. Load Ira« 
with verticallinH indicating the time of obsen·ed events from the high 
speed camera. 
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105_020_ VOpl_l· Thin se<:rion pictures (indented from top). Theltft side shows the 
thin section under cross polarized light~ The right side shows the thin 
s«:tion under a side rtOetted Ught. The odd shape or the thin s«:tioo is 
nlattd to a fracture thai bq:ao at the indenter ~ntact. 
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Test: 105_020_ VOp2_El 
105_020_ VOp2_El- Post tost pictura. Edge fncture is •isible 
/05_D20_ VOp2_£1- Ttst obstrwtrioru; 
I. Lara• fl"llCturc happened '"'Y quickly 
2. Lou of crushed damage around indenter 
3. Loud conlinuous cracking noises 
4. The sample Wlderv.,.ent .. stick-slip" movement relative to t.hc platform after the 
I11J11< spa II fell away 
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105_D20_ VOpl_EI- Rtgular sp«d video obst,...atioat 
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105_010_ VOpl_El- Load tn<e with nrtlc1olliaes lad lea tin& tbe tlme of observed 
e.ents from the high sp«d camera. 
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105_020_ VOpl_El- Tbio section pictures (indenred from rop). Tbelefr side is !he 
rhln l«lion under <ross pobriud ligbr and rho rlgbr side is rbe !bin 
St(:tioo u.nder side "'Oectn.·e light. 
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Test: 105_0 20_ VOp2_E2 
IOS_DlO_ VOpl_El-Post ttst pidures. This iJ the 1• test on the same block. 
/05 _ D20 _ V0p2 _ E1- Tnt obrtrvDtions: 
I. 1..aJie fracture happened very quickly, the spall was razor thin at the bottom 
2. Loud continuous crocking noises 
3. The somple undernent "Stick-stip" IDO\'efTiellt relati,·e to the platform after the 
large <pall fell away 
105_020_ VOpl_El- Regula r speed video observations 
l1i V'tdeo'll rR' (tM--IDo .. bHSV) na. (IICOB'JI) 
Indenter contact 0 Edoc fracture ~ars 0.7 
I Ed.o:e fnlcture IUOWS in 'iwnD" 0.8 
~e tlake <iected 2.4 
Crushed ice eiected from dama•cd zone 5 
Laroe silO movement of samole 7.1 
Crushin• continues with stick-slio of samole Tilleod 
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105_020_ VOpl_El-Load '"'" "''h ••rtkal u. .. iadiarillc lb< time of observed 
•••niJ from tbe hi&h speed <llm<ra. 
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105_020_ V0p2_E2- Thin st<tioo pictures (indented from top). The left side is the 
thin section undtr cross polarized light aad the right tide is the thin 
ncdon under side reOetlh't light. Tbb b 1 partkular &ood tnmple of 
intu-cral:n. boundary c:ncking. 
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